


From: davenoreen2@aol.com <davenoreen2@aol.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2022 3:15 PM 
To: Allison Blackmer <ABlackmer@harrison-wi.org>; Julene Baldwin <JBaldwin@harrison-wi.org>; Darlene Bartlein 
<dbartlein@harrison-wi.org>; Scott Handschke <SHandschke@harrison-wi.org>; Matt Lancaster <MLancaster@harrison-
wi.org>; pstier@harrison-wi.org <pstier@harrison-wi.org>; Mark Van Hefty <MVanHefty@harrison-wi.org> 
 

Subject: Traffic Light at Kernan/Firelane 4 – HWY 114/10 is Needed  
   
Dear Harrison Trustees, Village of Harrison: 
  
The intersection of Kernan/Firelane 4 – HWY 114/10 in my opinion is extremely dangerous for the 

following reasons. 
1.) People are breaking the speed limit laws out there every day, every second.   When I go the speed 

limit at 55 mph, everyone is passing me at least 10-20 mph above the speed limit.  So when I slow 
down to make a left or right turn, they usually do not.  Can get scary at times, especially with the 18 
wheelers breaking the speed limit laws also. 

2.) The off ramps for right and left turns off HWY 114/10 are extremely short when people are traveling 
at 65-75 mph out there.  Winter is worst as no one slows down and the off ramps are almost always 
snow covered and icy.  The right turn going west has a longer off ramp for some reason, but with 
the new housing builds going up every day, it is even more difficult getting out on HWY 114/10 
because of increasing traffic. 

3.) There are no on ramps.  Difficult to get on HWY 114/10 and again winter is even worse because 
both sides, Kernan and Firelane 4, are going uphill to get on HWY 114/10.  

 
So we need better law enforcement of the speed limits, 24 hours a day, or the traffic lights with longer 
on and off ramps need to be installed. 
  
Maybe these suggestions are not viable, but there needs to be a way to slow down traffic on HWY 

10/114.  The commuters are the worst offenders in the morning and afternoon, but people exceed the 
speed limit all day long.  I would suspect one could pay for another deputy and squad car with all the 
fines that would be collected.  Since the population has increased along this corridor can you lower the 
speed limit to 45 mph? 
  
The total disregard for speed limits is an area wide problem.  I get road rage all over the valley because I 

am doing the speed limit.  Something really needs to be done to slow down the traffic which would not 
be a problem if people would follow the speed limits. Not to mention the faster you go, the more 
gasoline that is wasted and all the extra air pollution generated.  Seems odd that people complain about 
high gas prices when they do nothing to conserve the gasoline they have in their car.   People expect 
things to be free and they lack responsibility. 
  
Thank you,  
Dave Wynn 
Principal Analytical Chemist 
W6861 Firelane 4 
Harrison, WI  54952 
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